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DTI Report Confusing and Disappointing
The UK computing services industry (CSI) was able, this month, to read the much delayed DTI report produced by
Coopers & Lybrand updating their 1986 report; which was considered as critical of the performance of the UK industry
on the world scene.
The update is one of the most confusing reports we have ever read. The 1986 report did not include Reuters in its

analyses, but they are included in the 1989 update. Reuters this month declared 1989 results showing revenues of
£1.19b - the majority earned overseas. Reuters distorts the findings significantly as, if included, it represents 80% of
the UK CSI's overseas earnings. We believe it was wrong to include them.
The update results can therefore be read In two very different ways

 

The UK CSI has Increased .15 share of the world CSI As Reuters represented 1.1 /o otworid market share. the

market by 40% from 4.5% in 1986 to 6.3% in 1988 UK world market share would reduce to 5.2%. Even the

whereas France's share declined from 75% to 7.5%. residual increase would probably disappear "due to the
bigger value 0! the UKmarket measured in 1988 dollars

The average size of the Top Ten UK CSI companies is

Reuters, of the UK, is larger than any otherCSl company "Stillsma//"(C$180m). "OH/yha/fi☂ie SileO/ihosein France
in Europe by total world revenue and a tenth of the leading US companies".

   

"The Top Ten UK CSI companies grew foreign revenues The Top Ten UK CSI companies reduced foreign
by 55% between 1957and 1933" whereasme "Top Ten revenues by 14.8% between 1987 and 1988 - down from

French companies grew by 67%" in the same period. $277m l0 $236m.

 

'Corruullng Service- Imflmvy 1986 » 1996: seeds of opportunity 1989 Update☜ Cooper: 5

Lybrand - 01 583 5000. - Price £28.75 Incl VAT.

If all this has left you confused, join the club. We have to assume, however, that considerable taxpayers☁ funds were
spent on the report and that its findings will influence Government policy.

As the 1989 CSA Annual Report indicated a decline in °/o export sales. we would tend to believe that the UK CSI is
reducing its share of world trade .......................... ..The Industry needs all the help It can get to reverse the trend.

 

Latest Company Results .... ..
in this month's System House Misys Group Review ......... ..
This is the fifth edition of System House. Asweil as all the é 's'gggss':zggdpigzziféikes "" "
usual features, a major review of the financial periorm- p☝ ☜

. Capitalisation Monitor ......................... .. ..

ance 0' the M'sys Group '5 presented on pages 6 8' 7☁ Other News and What☁s in Next Month's Edition ...... .. 12
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Review of the Latest Company Results

 

Galerogen

"Heprogresses fastest who takes the largest number
of short steps" Scum- - cum proverb on item page a Maegan was Annual
Repatth Amount.

"We look forward to resuming our normal rate of growth
during the current year although this will not become

1355 Annual Report and Acmuntn.

Interim PBT tails by 5% to £4.39m. Mr Barbour ascribes
this "to a severe price war which affected its Euro'com
Depora subsidiary and one-offreorganisation costs"st
- FT 19m July so

"Microgen shares fall 20p as chairman warns of lower
pro ts☝ ...."Microgen☁s brokers, Laurence Prust, are now
forecasting £9m for the full year"som. m m. Sept 59.

'Microgen hit by restructure and suspected fraud".
"Pro ts of £7.2m reported loryaar ending 315t Oct 89,

a decline of 28% and about £2m below analysts☂
expectations☝ Scum - From in. no.

Microgen is a bureau involved in microfilming, typesetting

and laser printing. Until last year, their trading record was
consistent and margins were impressive as shown:

\

apparent until the second halt"soump PF BarbourOhIlrmA new... .

      

teats.th 1984 1985 1966 1987 l1988 l1989

Revenue £18.2m223.1m£26.4m£33.4 £39.5m245.1m
PBT £3,0m £5.1m £7.2m £9.5m £10,0m272m
Margin 16% 22% 27% 28% 25% 16%

EPS 4.3p 8.2p 125p 16.6p 17.1p 11.1p

  

"Mr Barbour said the company had made a provision of
£839k against what he described as the possibility of a
deliberate and systematic fraud"... "charges are expected
to be laid against a former senior executive of the
company" "Losses from the i/l~advlsed purchase of a
directmailcompany, shortly to be sold, cost£200k andthe
write-oil of demonstration stock, £360k"3oaeo - mm i... on

However, "the company remains confident of the
fundamental strength atthe business and is excitedby the
growth potential over the medium to long term☝ Mia-men pm.
Release.

"Rather large steps backwards upset shareholders"
\éouroo- Recent Honey Proverb

 
Rea/new name.. Realnew performance

Realnew » the M88 sales operation bought out by Derek
Lewis tor 228.1 m in May89 with assistance from Schroder

Ventures now seems to be trading as MBS Product Sales.
That's the bad news... the good news is that in its first half

year to Dec 89, they managed a profit of £1m+ on

revenues of £59.9m. In the year to Dec 88, the division
within MBS had lost £5.2m on revenues of £78.8m. An
excellent pertormance...its just a shame that it does not
benelit the beleagued old MBS shareholders.

=System House _.

6&P Increases profits by nearly 50%

You cannot help but be impressed by the performance of
P&P. Whilst so many in the micro arena have taltered.

P&P keeps driving ahead. Final results to Nov 30th 89
show revenue up 58% at £169m and PET up 48% at
£11.1m. This exceeded analysts' forecasts of £10.6m.
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In Feb 89 P&P announced that it was to acquire troubled
Personal Computers for £11.46m - described at the time
as a "heftyprice'. This probably explains the more modest
15% growth in EPS. The trading side of the deal seems to
have worked very well as "there was virtually no customer
overlap".

It is also impressive to witness P&P's move into value
added services - networking, training, support and

complete systems integration.

As well as Personal Computers, P&P also acquired
Maxima to add to its networking and Apple offerings and,
in Dec 89. purchased two Belgian PC dealers for £4.75m.

"The demand in the corporate market-place for personal
computer products and services continues to be strong
and P&P has made an encouraging start to the new
financial year'. Source - m: 9.... We...

the industry. This just reinforces our view that
performance Is all to do with management ratherthan

  
/

amers. j

Acqulsltlve Trace shows tower EPS

Trace, one of the few newcomers to the market in 1989,

reported profits up 10% at £934k on revenue up 26% at
£5.8m tor six months to Nov 89. EPS was however 4%
lower "following the issue 0! 2.17m new shares in the
placing in June"

The June purchases at Image and loss making ProspeCt
would have been included in the results, but not the Dec
89 acquisitions of profitable bureau Gordon 5. Gotch and
property software company MIcroIogIc.

The results are hardly sparkling. It is to be hoped that
Trace has the management to assimilate the tour
acquisitions without further EPS erosion.

 

Sanderson '9 GA Investment shows prof/t

Sanderson has a 35% stake in US hardware manufactuer,
General Automation, with the rights to increase this to
51%. GA's second quarter. to Dec 89, showed a profit at
$23k compared to a $989k loss last time. This is the fourth
consecutive quarter that GA has reported a profit.
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David Southworth, P8-P's Group MD, is well respected in.
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Revenue
PBT
EPS

Resu Its
Revenue
PST
EPS

Resu Its
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Resu Ire
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Interime - Jun 88
£4.500.000
£562,000

3.55;:

Interims - Sept 88
{46,645,000
24,150,000

4.31p

lnlerIms - Jun 88
123,900,000
£516,000

620

Interlms - Jun 88
£1,970,000

£311,000
2.9p

Interline - Jun 88
£20.673.000

21.419.000
7.92;:

Final - Sept 88
214,755,000
21,373,000

11.77p

Final - Sept 38
£2,977,000
(£250,000)
Not available

Interims ~ Jun 88
53,494,000
£161,000

053;:

Flnol - on 00
0110002290
£9,511,030
16.1p

Interims ~ Jun 00
23,497,000

£302,000

4160

Final - Apr as
231,120,000
22.519000
5559

Interims » Sept Be
£5,414,000
£726,000

7.5a)

Interlms - Oct 88
£5,491,000
£373,000
20p

Final ~ Jun 88
$32,548,000
214,738,000

18.1p

Final - Dec ea
211239.000
21.610000
9.20;:

Flnal - Mar 89
£105.773.000
£6,012,000

622D

Final - Dec 86
£7,699,791
£924,994

20.37;:

Final - Dec as
247,023,000
03.220000
17.340

Flnal - Dec 88
£6,198,000
2851.000
2.39;:

Final - Dec 88
£7,565,000

£681,000
9.7p

Final - Mar 89
211,325,000

£1,805,000
19,710

Final » Apr 09
012,774,000
21,453,000
7.90

Interims - Jun 89
27.200.000
£1,100,000

6.96p

Interims - Sept 89
$56,440,000
22.020.000

1359

lnterlms - Jun 89
£4,190,000

£634,000
8.1Cp

Interims - Jun 89
£3,010,000
£502,000
up

Interlms - Jun 89
{132.400.000
£1,810,000

9.50p

Final - Sept 89
216,034,000
£1,040,000
5,450

Interims Jun 89
俉14.500,000

£686.000
0.2a;

Interims - Jun 89
E5.357.000
£351,000
0.64;:

Final - Oct 09
2100710000
£15.230.ooo
23.9.:

Interlms ~ Jun 89
24,012,000

俉382,000

5.320

Flnal - Apr 89
531,605,000
(21 ,14e.000)
~2.520

lnterims - Sept 89
俉8.064.000
£1,125,000

10.120

lnIerims - Oct 89
£8,032.000

£513,000
2.7;:

Flnal - Jun 89
£179,505.000
218,835.000

201» 

Interim Comparison
+60%

+95,7%

+96.1%

Interim Comparison
+21 "la
♥51 3%

56.8%

Interim Comparison
+7 .4°/o

+22.9%
+30.6%

Interim Comparison
4.52.870
+61 %
+51 7%

Interim Comparison

+56.7%

+27.5%
+20%

Final Comparison
+87%

-24.3°/e
28.2%

Not comparable
9 month period

Interim Comparison
453.3%
+118%

+20.B%

Final Comparison

+71.6%
+60.1%
448.4%

Interim Comparison
+14.7%
+26.5°/c

+27.9%

Final Comparison
+1.15%
Pro t Io Loss
Pro t to Loss

Interim Comparison

+48.9%
+55.0%

+35%

Interim Comparison
+46.3%

+37.5%
+35%

Flnal Comparison
+35.4%

+27.8%
☜0.5%
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PBT
EPS

Resu its
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PET

EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Final - Jun 88
211.008.000
25,509,000

15.5p

lnterims ~ Jun 38
261.340.000
2215.000

0.29

Final - Jun 88
212,982.000

£313,000
0.54p

Interims - Jul 88
210,000,000

2900.000
54;:

Flnal - on 38
039,525,000
210,039,000
17.10;:

Interim - Nov 88
28,511,000

21 £19,000
911p

Final - Aug 88
25,957,496

21 $34,635

10,151

interim: » Jun 88
25,916,000
(2428.000)

(1 -7P)

interim: - Apr 88
23,790.000
(2484.000)
N01 available

Final - Nov 88
2106.517.000

27,511,000

13.0p

interims - Jun 85
223,450,000
22,014.000

7.59

Final - Jul 88
27,604,000

22.065.000
24.1p

Interim: - Jun 88
211.107.000

2517.000

240;)

lmerims - May 88
26,115,000
21 £85,000

3.5p

Richard Holway Limited - Results Servic

Final - Dec ea
2116283900
(14,095,000)
(1459)

Final ♥ Jan 69
222,100,000
23,100,000
19.4.0

Final - May 89
525500.000
25,847,000

23.7p

Final - Dec as
210,318,000

(21.327000)
(up)

nal - 0a 30
£10,os4,ooo
2506.000
5069

Final - Dec 88
248.234 .000

24.511.000
1759

Final » Dec 83
222307000
22,206.000
1039

Final - Nov 88
217.726.264

22,909,533

871;:

Final - Jun 89
213,500,000
26,501,000
18.4p

Interims- Jun 39
264.398.800
(£7.1 01 ,000)
(7?)

Final - Jun 89
2
2

Results delayed

Interlms - Jul 89
215,300,000

23,680,000
183)

-' Filler-oasg
. -_245,o71'.0002
£7,179,000 =

 

11.1p- :-

lnterlm - Nov 89
238,467,000
25.1 42.000
110;:

Final - Aug 89
27,443,898

22,151.953

1zap

Interlms - Jun 89
24,663,000

248,000

0.1p

imerlms v Apr 89
26.013.000
(£471,000)
Not available

mammal/39; ☁
vengeance v
211,066,000 "
2030 ' .

Interims - Jun 89
227,444,000
2,429,007
9.40

Final - Jul 89
210.873.000

23,084,000

3679

Interim» - Jun 89
29,203,000
(21,984,000)
(10.21p)

Interim: - May 09
213,445.000

21,015,000

zap

Final Comparison
+22.6%
+1 6.0%

+18.7°/o

Interlms Comparison
+50%
Pro t to Loss
Pro t to Loss

Results Ior year to
Jun 89 delayed
due to impending
M80.

Interim Comparison
+63%

+308.9%
+250%

Final Comparison
+1 4. 0%

-28.5%

-35.1%

Interim Comparison
+351 9%
+1 82.7%
+20.9%

Final Comparison
+24.9%
+31.6%

+26.7%

Interim Comparison
-212%

Loan to protlt
Loss to pro t

Interim Comparison

+5857.
Loss both Inrorlms
Lou both interims

Final Comparison
+58.5%

+4713%
{455%

Interim Comparison
+17.0%
+20.6%
+2057.

Final Comparison
+43%

+49. 3%
+5237.

Interim Comparison
47.1%

Pro t to Loss
Profit to Lose

interim Comparison
+119.9%

-6.4%
28.6%

March 1990
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PBT
EPS

Results
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PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT

EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
FBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PBT
EPS

Results
Revenue
PET
EPS

lnterims - Aug 88
£1 £92,000
£350,000
8.1p

Final - Sep 88
£5,235,000
£1 £18,000
617p

Final - Sep as
£7,812,000
£1 ,750,000
13.5.:

Interims - Jun ea
£77.961.000
£4,343,000
1.69p

Interims - Jun 88
£

£

lnterlms - Jun ea
£11,666,000

(£1,515,000)

(29-7?)

Final - Jun 88
512,793,000

{1.210.000

11.3p

Flnal - Jul 88
£6,805,627

£1,155,720
21 .34p

lnterims - Jun 88
£9,050,000
£267,000
0.5p

Interims ♥ Mar 88
£1,569,000
(£189,000)
(1 -0P)

Interim - Sep 88
£1,091,399
£51,996
0.37p

Interim ~ New 33
£4,612,000
£847,000
4.97p

Interlms - Jun 88
£9,940,000

£16,000
p

Flnal - Feb 89
£3,841,000
£757,000

18.7p

Flnal - Dec SB
5221 565,000

213,054,000
4.01;:

Flnal ♥ Dec 88
£266,893,000
£12,929,000

8.4p

Final - Dec 88
£26,528.000
(£1,965,000)
(3609p)

FlnaI - Dec 86
£24,070.000

£1 ,424,000
3.59

Final - Sep 88
£3,109,000

(£194,000)
(1-339)

Flnal - Mar 89
£2,100,508
£96,548
0.59p

Final - May 89
£9,814,976

£1,709,233

9350

Final ♥ Dec es
£21 ,356,000

£105,000

0-69

Final » Apr 89
£11,900,000
£1,190,000

0.36;)
(5 months only)

Interlms - Aug 89
£2,250,000
£517,000

12.9p

nal - Sep 89
£9,304,000
9.911.000

12.6p

Final - Sep 89
£12,008,000

£3,013,000
zap

Interims - Jun 89
£141.520.000
(£1,019,000)
(0-539)

lnterims - Jun 89
£137,700,000

£4,600,000
4.8p

Interims - Jun 89
£12,190,000
£580,000

7.7p

Final - Jun 89
214,213,000

(£930,000)
(11.7p)

Flnal » Jul as
£9,074,050
£1,096,967
20.199

lnterims - Jun 89
£44,600,000

£3,020,000

6-29

Interims - Mar 89
£1 .704,800
£144,900

3-049

Interim - Sep 89
£860,474

£89,865
o.2ep

Interim - Nov 89
£5,796,000

£934,000
nap

Interim - Jun 89
£9,700,000

£50,000
0.1p

Interim - Oct 89
217,300,000

£1,100,000

0.79
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Interim Comparison
+18.9%

+47.7%

+59.3%

Final Comparison
+77.7%
479.9%
+88 ,1 %

Final Comparison
+5.37%

+72.2%
+70.4%

Interim Comparison
+81.5%
Profit to Loss
Pro t to Loss

Interim Comparison
Not comparable
clue to year and
mango '

Interim Comparison
+45%
Loss to Prolit
Loss to Protit

Final Comparison
+1 1 .1

ProIit to Loss
Pro t to Loss

Final Comparison
433.3%

-5.0%
5.4%

Interim Comparison
+392t8%

+1031 .1 '70
+1140%

Interim Comparison
+81%
Loss to Prolit
Loss to Prolit

Interim Comparison
21 2%
-233%

-21 5%

Interim Comparison
v25.7%
+10.3%

6.8%

Interim Comparison
-2,4%

+212.5°/u

Now delisted

Comparisons
not possible
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Misys is simply unique; which is probably the reason why

the industry, the investment analysis. the press and its

shareholders regard it with such caution. The latest

interims show a massive PBT increase of 183% but a
much lower EPS growth of just 21%.

Misys has been the most acquisitive company in the
sector in the last two years. Are they now showing the first
signs of "acquisition indigestion" which has effected
almost every other acquisitive company? Or is Misys the
first company to play the acquisition game right? This
article attempts to answer this conundrum.

The record

The PBT growth record has been impressive:

 

   

Share price and capitalisation

Misys was launched onto the USM in March 87 at 95p with
a capitalisation of £8m. They were the "Best performing
USM new issue in 1987". Capitalisation is currently £94m.
The share price has behaved like a roller coaster and now

stands at just £2.98 - less than in July 87.

  
  

 

     
2659 ' ☁22,   

95D  Misys Share Price Mavements

°
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§
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§
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600i] Misys PBT Growth Record

50 [IO
M3187 Ju|~87 Jan-88 Jul~88 Jan-89 Jul-89 Jan♥90 End Feb

40 DD . 90

£000 3i 0 l1 0 The acquisitions

znun _ _ .
Misys has acqurred more companies than any other UK

☜"19 computing services organisation in the last two years;
a spending over £83m in the process, as follows:

IQBS 1986 IN? IQBB l989 Interim

l 98 9 Dale Company Activity Cor-Hermon

EPS rowm has een exem la for an i - ~ June 87 Dataller Insurance systems £1.9m
9 . b 9 W acq☝ vae June as eos Applitaticn Software £5.8m

company, With no reversals to date. Aug 83 opp ,BM mid range systems £90m
Dec 88 Zygal CHA - DEC systems

120 111 Base-Sys ♥ ins systems
Misys EPS Growth Record (3%) Zygal l printers

lllll Mod Tech - Comms £16.2m
Dec 88 rec Travel agency systems £0.5m

iii] May 89 TlS CT a Mips systems
Hardware maintenance £26.5m

a on May 89 Mentor UNIX construction sys. 512.2":
A June 89 Team UNIX systems £10.0m

40 July 89 Enterprise DEC manufacturing sys £15m

28

a Management

 

1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/88 1989 Interins

As the Misys business has evolved, profit margins have
reduced. However, even now they are still twice the
average for the Industry as a whole.

  

Misys Profit Margin Record

ii]

25

20
☜la

Pro t l 5

Margin

   

Without doubt. the main influence on the developmem of
the group comes from its execmive chairman - Kevin
Lomax. Lornax is ex-Hanson Trust, a possble USM
entrepreneur or the year and has particular skills in
strategy and tight control of companies. The head office

team is small - some 8 managers.

Organisation

Misys now employs over 1000 people and is organised
into four main operating divisions:

   

Division Comp-rile: Rev your to Mly 89

Open System. TIS companies £19.0m

Business Systems 805, Team and others £25,4m

Financial Services Misys Dataller activities £10.6m

Computer Solutions CF Progt, Mentor, CHA etc £19.8m

  

Not one division is headed by the Chief Executive of an
acquired company - new CEOs have been brought in trom
outside the computer industry. They are known within

Misys as "Lomax☂s Lieutenants☝.

March 1990  
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Misys mission

The Misys mission is clear and concise. Misys wants to
become a major computing services business, initially in

the UK but later in the USA. They are well on the way to
achieving the former with pro t forecasts for 1990 which
will clearly put them in the Top Five.

Misys is a product-oriented company. It focuses on
speci c markets where it can obtain significant market
share. These products are aimed at small to medium
businesses in the 1-50 terminal sector and increasingly
involve UNIX; which now accounts for 60% of group
revenue.

Of course, the sale of software solutions generates
significant other revenue from the sale of hardware,

communications systems, hardware and software
maintenance, training and supplies. Currently, revenue

breaks down as follows:

 

Recurring Revenue
24%

  
   

 

Aner-ln nl

Nil-yo Group
Revenue: -
6 months to Nov 89

 

Hum-rs 50%

 

The Misys management style

There seems to be considerable misunderstanding in the
marketon how Misys managesthe businesses it acquires.

Most believe that Misys is highly autonomous with little
synergistic advantage between the operating units. The

truth is very different.

Firstly, there is a strong divisional management style with

companies grouped so they can take advantage of the

skills and resources within that division. There are a

considerable number of examples of managers and staff
transferring between divisions and companies. In fact we

do not know of a single company in the group where this
has not already happened.

Secondly, there is increasing evidence of the advantage of
Mlsynergywith software being shared between divisions,

buying power being pooled to maximise discounts and
developments being shared between operational units.

It is, however, well known and appreciated that Misys

exercises strong financial control over its subsidiaries. All
subsidiaries are controlled against their business plans
and action is taken swiftly in the event of any deviation.
Cash control is exemplary with particular emphasis on
debtor days - a feature seen in few other computing
services companies.

 

oto...Rlchard Holway,the editorot System House, has
been a non-executive director oi 808 and T13 and now
serves as adirector of the Open Systemsdivision of Misys.

More acquisitions?

The last acquisition was announced over 6months ago -
a relatively long gap compared to previous activity.
However, atthat point the shares stood at over450p - they
are now a third lower. This has certainly restricted the
ability to acquire without significant effect on EPS growth.
"short term the emphasis appears to have shifted towards
maximising the potential of the existing activities. That
said, small acquisitions should not be ruled out while for
the longer term, management is considering whether it is
worth studying opportunities in North America"
Source - Albert E Sharp Research Dowment lat Feb 90

The outlook

"Computer Solutions Division and Open Systems Division
both produced results ahead of forecast and Business
Systems was on budget....ln the Financial services
Division, which nowaccounts for less than a quarter of our
business, additional sales to our existing user base grew
very strongly, but sales to new users were slow. This has
resulted in a first halfperformance, which while good, was
less sparkling than we would have wished☁ Source-Misys Interim
Statement tmm "Misys suffered a 40% drop in sales to
insurance brokers" Source - m 281). Jan so

"Trading conditions in the months ahead would worsen
considerably and in consequence his outlook was
cautious" Keven Lomax rqaorted InFTZth Jan so. "Misys has not exactly
issued a profits warning but brokers came away with the
feeling thattheirprevious estimates might have been 10%
too high " Source♥ or aem Jan 90.

It all seemed to make gloomy reading and the shares
fell from 370p to 298p as a consequence.

Albert E Sharp - Misys brokers - revised theirforecasts for
the full year to May 1990 down from £15m to £13.4m.
"while the directors should be given credit for their
prudence, which contrasts strongly with perennial
optimism displayed by most smaller companies, the
downgrading from 30% plus growth to 20% has caused
disappointment"

"The current downgrading can be expected to influence
the share price short-term, but it should not be allowed to
overshadow the qualityofmanagement, the breadth ofthe
group's product and market coverage and, critically. its
leading position in the emerging and rapidly expanding
UNIX marketplace. Long-term prospects are not reflected
in the share '5 current ratings' Abert E Sharp Research Document in Feb

W
"The economic squeeze has really come to stay if Misys 1'
is feeling the pinch ☝ orm in so

 

Footnote

Misys' track record Is still exemplary. They are the
only computing services company with a significant
acquisitions record which has not seen a profits or
EPS growth reversal. We tend to believe that the
strong Misys management will keep It that way.
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acquisitions, disposals and Share\
Stakes

Next, the UK fashion retailer acquired Nashville based TCS

Management Group for $12.5m (£7.37m)to be paid in three

instalments. TCS produces software to allow reservations

companies to project future switchboard staffing levels. TCS

made PBTof$1.63m in 1989. EarlierNexthad announced aioint

venture with US Equifax to provide information services

throughout Europe.

ICL acquired troubled Pentagram, which supplies UNIX based

accident and emergency software for the health sector, for an

undisclosed amount. ICL described the move as "part of its new

thrust into the clinical applications area of the health service"

Source - Computing 8th Feb 90.

CMG (see below) announced that it plans to buy three

continental companies to support its push into Europe. Although

refusing to name its targets, two are understood to be payroll

companies and the third is in financial services.

LBMS. which acquired Keith London Associates in December

89, purchased Michael Jackson Systems in Feb. £500,000

was paid - half now and the rest based on the purchase costs of

assets, the sale of the company's premises and a £140k cash

injection. Michael Jackson, famous for his JSP software
development methodology, joins the board of LBMS as a non

executive director. MichaelJackson Systems is reported to have
lost £491 k last year. In 1988, they lost £25k on revenueof£1.8m.

Butler Cox acquired Crantleld Information Technology

Institute, which provides IT education, for an initial £75k plus a

further £900k based on PAT to end 1992.

CRT buys IBM contract staff house Software Personnel for upto

£5.3m. Software Personnel had PBT of £225k on revenue of

£4.4m to March 89. CRT, the consultancy, recruitment and

training operation, was formed in Nov 89 by a reverse takeover

of R Smalishaw (Knitwear).

some signed an agreement with Societe de Bourse to acquire

49% of Tibet SA for £5.3m. Tibet. a French financial services

 

(GSA members show continued optimism

80% of the respondents to the Jan 90 survey of CSA
members - who are estimated to represent 80% of the
revenues of the industry . indicated that they believedtheir
businesseswill improve in the next year. Although only 3%
Indicated a downturn. this was a higher level of pessimism
than usually seen. '

Business growth in 04 89 slowed to its lowest level since
1986 but overall profit growth bucked the trend. That
angerswellforthefonhooming reporting season.Software
products and training were the highest growth areas but
turnkey, TPM and database services grew more slowly.
CSA Hanover HouseJa/N☁Hig'h Holbomj wcweu; Tel: or 405 2171

k

(Latest DTI Statistics show 22% Growth

 

\

The latest Business Monitor, produced by the Business

Statistics Office of the DTI for 03 1989, shows a 22%

increase in billings for the computing services sector -
almost exactly the same increase as for 02 (see
December 1989 System House). The Business Monitor is
now much more useful and the DTI should be
congratulated - for once. The latest figures inferthe same
annual mn rate - c£2.9bn.

Business Monitor- 03 1989 -I:omplndle a: 1m

   

Qompany, had net profits of £440k on revenues of £1 6.4m in 8;}

 

CMG Celebrates Silver Anniversary and PET up 66%

CMG is the largest UK computing services company still in
private ownership. in February, CMG celebrated 25 years in the
industry by spending £750,000 on a birthday jamboree for its
3000 staff. CMG is entirely owned by its employees with no-one
allowed to own more than 5%. Even founder and Chairman -
Douglas German - is reducing his shareholding tothat level in the
near future.

After an 11% decline in PBT growth in 1988, this year's results
show a 68% profits increase on revenue up just 33%. CMG's
record is good but notsparkling. Hoskyns, the company with the
closest business similarity, has grown revenue by 237% since
1985 compared to CMG's 111% growth. Hoskyns PET is up
340% compared to CMG up 256%. Every congratulation to
CMG for, unlike many others, continued positive growth.

El Revenue

 

CMG 5 Year Revenue and
PET Growth Record

5977
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1989 Increase
All gures 2000 3rd Quarter as

F☁~_☜ n

BUREAU SERVICES
Database services 43,131 18
Value added network serv. 23,229 7
Other services 105,338 11
TOTAL BUREAU SERVICES 171,698 12

SOFTWARE
Bespoke Software 159,069 27
Software Products 104,605 39

Software Support a Maint. 37,784 34
TOTAL SOFTWARE 301,458 32

HARDWARE
Hardware ' 72,322 28
Hardware Maintenance 14,850 43
TOTAL HARDWARE 87,172 ☁ 21

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Consulting 90.090 9
Education 8- Training 21,549 7
Other unclassi ed 49,253 44
TOTAL PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES 5: OTHER 160,892 17

TOTAL BILLINGS 721,220 22

     
The largest increase came in Software - up 32% - with
Software Products up 39%. Software now represents 42%
of the total industry billings. Software products are
forecast by IDC, and all other researchers, as the fastest

growing segment; so the actuals merely confirm the trend.
Interesting, though, to see the major - 28% - growth in
hardware sales but a decrease - (3%) - in hardware
maintenance revenues. Bureau services showed a 12%

growth compared to 23% in the previous monitor. /
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Computing Services Share Price Index
The Computing Services Index includes 41 companies

quoted on the Stock Exchange - both full and USM - in the

UK. The Index was set at 1000 on 15th April 1989.

The Index declined by a minor 0.3% in a month when the
FTSE 100 declined by 3.4%; the second month in a now
when the Computing Services Index has outpertormed
the FTSE. The underpertormance is now just 11.6%.
Some 15 companies have now outperformed the FTSE as
shown in the table below.

MIcroFocus, Hoskyns and Caplta continue to power
ahead whereas Radius and Star continue to slip even
further.

Computing Services

Share Price Index 23rd Feb '90

 

Index
Rank

tsth prll me. 1000 Share
Price

23(2790

Index
23l2/90

 

w
m
u
m
m
b
o
w
d

The month of entry onto the Stock Market is noted, It

after 15th April 89. Index set at launch price. In addi- 

MoroFocus
Hoskyne Group
Caplta Group ' Joined Apr 89
[TL ☁ Exit Feb 90
Admiral
Rolfe It Nolan
Sage ' Joined Dec 89
Some Group
Sanderson
Apricot
Learmonth a Burchett
Macro 4
Kewili
Butler Cox ☁ Joined May 89
Computer People
Pegasus
Headland
le☂I'EM
P8P
SD SCICON
MMT
P-E International
Loglca
Trace ' Joined Jun 89
Sherwood
systems Reliability
Maya
Synapse
Ferrari
Electronic Data Proc.
Telecomputlng
Quotient
Maegan
NMW
UCL ' Exit Feb 90

Star
Radius
IDS
Optim
Memory Computer (Snap)
Total System:  

£5.18
£3.69
£1.63
£0.44
HAS
£2.38
£1.75
£4.02
£2.93
£0.74
£1.40
£2.88
£2.85
£1.93
£2.65
£3.85
£0.43
£1.00
£2.23
£0.78
£1.62
£2.32
£3.36
£1.11
£1.00
£1.02
£2.98
£2.13
£0.09
£0.65
£0.55
£0.65
£1.29
£0.32
£0.45
£0.55
£0.60
£0.20
£0.16
£0.08
£0.16  

2502.42
1800.00
1530.00
1571.43
1557.97
1416.67
1346.15
1264.15
1246.81
1174.60
1166.67
1161.29
1126.48
1102.86
1090.53
1049.05
1000.00
1000.00
1000.00
1000.00
964.29
954.73
920.55
888.00
833.33
816.00
741.29
734.48
714.29

663.27
591.40
565.22
551.28
533.33
529.41
458.33
434.78
425.53
347.83
319.15
301.89 tlon, both ITL and UCL were dellsted In Feb 90.
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Memory In receivership

On 2151 Feb. Memory announced the appointment of
receivers at 11 of its Irish subsidiary companies and the

resignation of Aidan McKenna as Chairman. On 23rd Feb
receivers were also appointed in the UK companies. The
company is thought to have borrowings oi cE2m. It is
currently unclear whether this also applies to Memory
Computers plc. Memory shares were suspended at 7.5p in
Dec 89 awaiting David Stern's refinancing package.

Total Systems achieved the dubious honour of being the
third worst performing share on the USM in 1989 ~ down
75%. SourceThe Tlrnea- 5m Fab90

Headland transportation actlvltles to go In M80? W

atThe Stock Exchange was intormed on 23rd Feb th
Wootton Jetireys Consultants ♥ the transport consultants
arm oi Headland - is about to announce an M80, led by
John Wootton, trom Headland.

Wootton Jetlreys pic, which also included the Prime ☁1
systems activities,was acquired in March 198810r £1.59m I
as the Iirst oi Headlands acquisitions. The transportation
activities, with the Government and local authorities as its
main clients were undertaken mainly on a 'cost plus" basis.

The MBO seems absolutely the right course for Headland
- allowing them to concentrate on their computing systems
activities. The only surprise is that anyone should be able
or willing toraise the money to organise the M80.

   9 __System House =41



  

Index outperforms
FTSE for second month
The Computing Services Index decreased bya minor

0.3% In the month while theFTSE 100 Iellby3.4%. But
this was small fry compared to the major increases last

month. It looks as if the "Hoskyns Factor" has run out of
steam.

The major gainer was NMW - up 14% from 28p to 32p on
publication of a shareholders letter indicating that the
company had traded profitably in 1989 (1988 - £1.3m

loss). MD Banister was reported as saying "the company
will produce aprofit of £100, 00mm... -CorrputerWeeldth m 90.

Computing Services
Share Price Movements

6th Jan 90 to 23rdFeb 90

% Change
26/1/90 to
23/2/90

14.29
14.29
12.41

10.34
8.36
5.71
5.41
5.26
4.17

4.03
3.03
2.98
2.29
1 .77
1 .65

0.76
0.43
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.77
-0.83
-1 .77

-1 .82
♥2.04
-2.10
-2.27

-2.29
2.91

-3.15
♥5.41
-5.48
6.56
-7.41

41.83

>1 3.33
-1 4.06
-14.29

  

NMW
Optirn
Caplta Group ' Joined Apr 89

Total Systems
Sema Group
Apricot
5D SCICON
MBS
Sage ' Joined Dec 89
Mlcrogen
Systems Reliability
MlcroFocus
Pap
Macro 4
Hoskyns Group
Computer People
PvE lntematlonal
iTL ' Exit Feb 90
Butler Cox ' Joined May 89
Electronic Data Proc.
UCL ' Exit Feb 90
☁Memory Computer (Susp)
Pegasus
Rolfe 8. Nolan
Trace ' Joined Jun 89
MMT
Loglca
Learmonth & Burchett
Headland

Synapse
Sherwood
Admiral
Ferrari
Sanderson
Kewfll
lNSTEM
Mlsys
Quotient

O
W
N
G
I
O
l
☁
O
I
N
A

   

Computing Services index
23rd Feb 1990

' nominee-1000'

63.30 7
NMW also announced an £800k orderior a fault tolerant
real time trading system from Mntertloods. in a sensible
move to reduce its dependence on the securities industry,

 

the company announced that FM contracts
exceeded £1 m.

Sema shares jumped 19p to 410p on news that the

French company Schneider had purchased the 4.5m
shares previously owned by World Software thereby
taking its holding to 7.7%. Paribas and CGS both hold big,
rival stakes in Sema. Schneider is in the Parabas camp.
Source-STEthFebso. Sema ended the month up 8.4%.

SD-SCICON improved by 5.4% on news of a £100m
contract from the State of Florida.

In the fast expanding FM arena, Caplta announced that
Telecom Caplta, its joint venture with BT. had secured
contracts worth £25m in the first year. The shares rose
12.4%. Mlcrotocus continued their unrelenting upwards
rise, on "bid cha e soumormnm putting on another 3%
on further ☜buy☝ recommendations in the press.
Mlcrogen increased 4% despite depressing full time
results (u. m. 2).

At the other end of the scale, Mlsys shares fell by 11.8%
« from £3.38 to £2.98 due to analysts' reiorecast of year
end results t... 9.9.. e m n. Quotient, the best pertonning
share last month when they put on 36%, slipped back by
13% as a result of profit taking. Star continued its
unremitting slide, even though it was reported to be "for
sale" last month. Telecomputlng wonthewooden spoon
for the second month in a row - falling by 15% (m p☜).

"OW

   

Changes In lndlcu Computing services FTSE 10
index .

Month 26th Jan 90 -0.30% 6.36%
L to 23rd Feb 90

Ten months 15th April 89 43.67% +8.92%
to 23rd Feb 90

   

      

  

   
   

   

   
  

/So who will get Hoskyns?
Hoaltyns is obviouslythe biggest prize openly available forsaie
at present. We understand that the list 01 suitors queuing in
Shaftesbury Avenue is longer than that tor return tickets for Les
Miaereb/esin thethaatre opposite. Nynex isthe lirstto pubiically
state that they will bid and AT&T will not be far behind. Press
commem seems to be giving the thumbs down to EDS and OGS
as Geoff Unwin says "he will oppose any bidder that threatens
to cutjobs and break up the company/"Some. 51☁ "mm. Anyway,
sale particulars are only due for release this week, so it will b6
a few months before the winner is announced.

Although Mr Unwin's 'sixprinciples'are laudable. it does seem
increasingly likely that Hoskyns will go to the highest biddt?r
rather than retain its quote - and its independence. And tit☜
would be a shame for the whole UK Industry.

10 March 1990  
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Capitalisation
Monitor
The total capitalisation of UK quoted computing services
companies increased by 2% to £1.94 bn inthe month. This
was due mainly to Sema which gained £27.7m to
£358.8m. This widened the gap on Hoskyns, which also
gained £5.6m, to £45m. P&Pgained £8.4mon share price
movements and acquisitions after their excellent full time
results (mp-W2). SD-SCICON was also up £8.1m.

Mlsys lost £12.6m to end at a capitalisation of £93.5m -
roughly their launch price in 1987 plus what they have
spent on acquisitions since then. (Seamansen

218%! mmCepitellsatlon ot
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mother ordinary month In the life of Ferrari folk \

Ferrari has a 29% stake in Telecomputlng. Michael Whitaker.
the busiest non♥exec in the business. has announced that
Telecomputing "is to acquire verticalsoftware rms, preferably in
CAD/CAM or nancial services........there are 150 UKfirms that
turn overunderEIm In mid-range markets and it is these that he
has his eye on" Source - Cartwrier and new.

Then on 22nd Feb, Ferrari ☜emerged as the possible bidder for
Perlcom, its USMoompetitor'Eoumrrzm no no. The last time we
reported such news, the bid tor MBS coliasped wthin a day.

Qatar success this time? /

Granada - Correction \

In the January issue of System House we inadvertently stated
that the "revenue of Granada's Business Systems Division had
increased by 46% from £13.8m to £20m". 01 course, these
figures were tor profits not revenue. Revenue for the division.

which includes DPCE and CFM. increased by 66% to £201.2m

   
in the year ending Both Sept 90. Granada is estimated to have a

we share of the European TPM market. /
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Computing Services
Capitalisation- 23rd Feb '90
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Son! Group
Hookyna Group

loglu
SO SGOON
illsyo
PtrP
Apricot
ItlcroFocua
more 4
illeogon
Systems Reliability
P-E Intamttional
Computer People
Sago ' Joined Dec 89
"BS
Sanderson
Fermi
Poguuo
Adrrriral
Kowlll
Headland
Mm
Loamronth tr Burchott

Truer ' Joined Jun 39
Capitt Group☁ Joined Apras

Radius
lTL ' Exit Feb 90
Optlm
Butler Cox ☁Jolnod May 89
Quotient
Wrap☝
NW
Rollo 8r Nolan
Elodronlc Dull Prod
Shnmood
INSTEM
UCl. ' Exit Feb 90
Star

Toiocornputlng
Memory Computer
Total Systems

(BM, Nextstep and Apple

The very first System House edition carried the view that, ex
Apple, Steve Jobs☁ Nextatep would become a major in uence
in the 905. On 51h Feb 90. [BM announced that it would offer
Nextstep on its new UNIX based System 6000 workstations.
This must have beenquite a blow for Gates of Microsoft (use pie)

☜Nextsrep hides the complexity ofthe Unix operating system
while allowing users to take advantage of the benefits of Unix☝
says lBM. Source FTGth moo.

Jobs was already estimated to earn $50m in the tirst year from
royalities. Source Fortune 9th 0a 89. Given the attractiveness oi the
RSGOOO and the unstoppable progress oi UN IX. that could be an
underestimate.

.Apple, onthe other hand. seems to be suitering from the Sculley
Influence and a lack of innovation without Jobs. President Loren
left in Feb and is likely to be followed by Gassee. The iBM name.       11  
good price performance, UNIX and Jobs' innovation seems an
getting alternative to Apple in the 905. /
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Centre-tile boosts profits by 49%

Centre-tile, a subsidiary of Natwest, increased PBT by
49% to £11.5m on revenue upjust 17.5% to 俉73m. This is
rather good compared with the modest performance in the

previous four years:

 

vatner 05/27

"It you look at the gures for investment in 08/2
development over the past year you'll see it outstrips
everything in sight" Bill Gates - CEO Microsoft Source -
Cumming 12Ih0d89

 

It you have attended a seminar addressed by anIDC

 

toSeptaoth ☜985 1986 1987 1988 1989
avenue 235.9m £40.0m . m £62.2m 273.0m

PBT 24.1 m £5,0m £7.4n1 27.7"! 511.5☝!

  

executive recently you might have been led to believe that
05/2 is taking over the workstation world. The editor of

  

Centre-file is one of the Top Twenty UK computing
services companies (see Dec 89 System House). The
largest oontributorwas the General Systems Division, but
90% of this division's revenue comes from the Natwest.
Managing Director, Jim Graycon, said "We do have to

compete lorandwin thatbusiness - it is not God-given. But
we are trying to reduce our dependencyon work from the

bank" Source - mater Woekty- m Feb no

 

   

      

   

  

In next month's System House
March sees the main month of the reporting season for
companies with Dec 31 st year ends. System Housewill
comment on the results and analyse the pertormance ot
the industry in 1989. March also sees the Annual
Conterence ot the Computing Services Association. We
are attending and giving a presentation on our views on
the industry. We will repon onthe proceec ngs. plus all the
usual features.

We are also pleased to report that Richard Holway Limited
is now a member ot the CSA.

 

lFtichard Holway Limited has lust published its review at
lacquisitions involving UK computing 'a☁SI☂ViCas companies in
1989. It contains details of around 100 acquisitions involving

I considerations of over £500m.

:Please supply:
|D copies of the Review of Acquisitions
|
l

in 1989 @ £160 per copy

I one year's subscription to System

: House @ £240 for 12 Issues

I Cheque We...» rum-rd Rein-yum with order only_

:Send to: Richard Holway Limited

| 18 Great Austins

| ' FARNHAM
| Surrey
I cue 8J0
1♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥%é♥~s____
Syltorn House is published monthly by Richard Holway Limited_ New Au

   
   

  
  

   

 

  

 

System House has personally argued the inaccuracy of
thisclaimwith me. We reportedonourdisbeliet inthe very
rst issue in Nov 89.

Well, [DC now admit that only 200,000 PSl2 PC operating
systems have been shipped in the last two years. ln1988,
282,000 PC versions of UNIX were sold. This rose to
440,000 copies of UNIX on PCs in 1989.

forecast that the 08/2 installed base would be as large as
1m by the end at 1990. This prediction is now being
revised by [00" Source ~ Bladtwolln 501M313 Markets Tuzoees mam

Whether OS/2 is better than UNIX is just irrelevant. PU1
and CPM were quite good too, but where are they today?
MSDOS was widely criticised by the technocrats in our

industry but now runs on 90%ottheworld's PCs. UNIXwill
win only because everyone and his dog is backing it.
Software availability is the Number One reason for taking
on a new technology as many have learnt to their cost (see
DEC, the Rainbow andthe Professional). Justdan'tsay
we didn't tell you.
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Note: Richard Holway Limited reserves the right to cease
publication of System House at any time with a tull refund oi
subscriptions for outstanding issues

publishes the annual 'Holway Report☝, Richard Holway is a director or a☝ 3- 18 Great Austins, FARNHAM, Surrey, GU9 3.10. Telephone 0252 724584: which also
☜Omputing services companies including NMW and the open systems division of Mien.
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"IDC is surprised by the performance of 08/2. It hadtl.
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